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A Great Mix
We would like to welcome all our new residents
to our community. We’re looking forward to
getting to know each of you better over the next
few months. We’re sure you’ll find that our
services and amenities are made-to-order, and
we encourage you to take advantage of them.
For our renewals, we want to thank you for
staying in the mix. Remaining at our
community lets us know that you’re pleased
with the way things are going. As always, we
want to hear your ideas and suggestions. Your
thoughts give us an assortment of great ideas to
work with. And by hearing your concerns, we
are able to better serve you.

MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
May is filled with annual observances that pay
tribute to the dedication of first responders. Look for
ways to recognize National Police Week, International
Firefighters Day, National Emergency Medical Services
Week and Nurses Week, all happening this month.
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, we are
following recommendations from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention and our national, state
and county leaders. These guidelines may affect office
hours as well as policies regarding face masks and
temperature checks. We appreciate your patience as we
adjust our practices as necessary, and we continue to
ask for your cooperation to help keep our community
safe. Thank you!
I hope by now you have all had the chance to meet
the newest member of the team - Alicia Bianco, LVN.
She is our Resident Care Coordinator. Please help us
give her a warm welcome!

Dig Into Gardening for
Brain Health
Getting outdoors and
working in a garden is not only
good for your physical health,
but also for your mental
well-being. Gardening has been
shown to improve mood and
self-esteem and reduce tension.
Working on specific tasks, such
as digging or weeding, can be
meditative, which can train your
brain to focus better.
Check the monthly calendar for
more information about
Parkview’s Garden Club!

Inspiring Stones
A recent fad combines a
creative hobby with the act of
spreading kindness. Painting
small, smooth rocks with
inspiring messages and leaving
them for others to find is a fun
activity that anyone can do. The
hope is that these “kindness
rocks” will spread ripples of
positivity. Keep your eyes peeled
for painted stones while you’re
out and about, and you may
find inspiration, too!

Help Us Plan Activities

Words We Got
From the Military
Military Appreciation Month,
held every May, celebrates the
members of the armed forces
who have given so much to our
nation. Among the military’s
contributions through the years
is a registry of words and
phrases that wouldn’t exist
without them. Here’s a small
sample:
Hotshot. This term for a
talented, successful person likely
came from the use of heated
cannonballs, aka hot shots, to
ignite enemy ships or buildings.
Handling the volatile ammo was
risky and required a lot of skill.
With flying colors. A naval ship
returning home after a victory
proudly displays their flags,
called colors, from the
masthead. The tradition of
“coming through with flying
colors” is now a metaphor for a
victory such as acing a test or
exceeding at a task.
Avant-garde. Describing
someone or something that is
new and unusual, typically
referring to the arts, this comes
from the French word for
vanguard, or advance guard: a
small group of soldiers who lead
armed forces into battle.

Would you like to help us
organize activities and events for
our community? Join the activity
planning committee! This group
meets regularly to brainstorm
ideas for entertainment, crafts,
games, outings and more. We’d
love to have your input! Join us
in the Activity Room every first
Sunday of the month!

Outing - Scenic Drive to
San Mateo Bridge

Pet Therapy Is the
Best Therapy
Check the daily calendar for pet
therapy dates and times. Let us
know if you would like a special
visit to your room!
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Out &
About
Medical Appointments
Transportation is available
within a 10-mile radius of The
Parkview on Wednesdays,
9:30am-3:00pm.

Wit & Wisdom
In Memory
As we enjoy the beautiful spring
weather, take time on Memorial
Day to remember your loved
ones who have passed on and
those who have given their lives
in service to our country.

Outings
Shopping & outings are on
Tuesdays & Thursdays. Check
monthly calendars for
destinations.

Sign Up
Binders are located in the
Activity Room to sign up for all
transportation.

Take the time to give a heartfelt
thank-you to our nurses for their
hard work and care during
National Nurses Week—and
every week! THANK YOU Arnel
and Alicia!

SPIRITUAL CORNER

Movie Madness

“Happy is the person who
knows what to remember of the
past, what to enjoy in the
present, and what to plan for in
the future.”
—Arnold H. Glasow
“Sometimes we have to soak
ourselves in the tears and fears
of the past to water our future
gardens.”
—Suzy Kassem
“The purpose of thinking about
the future is not to predict it, but
to raise people’s hopes.”
—Freeman Dyson
“It would be wonderful to think
that the future is unknown and
sort of surprising.”
—Alan Rickman

Mondays @ 10:30am:
Lisa Blue Oaks Church - MPR
Fridays @ 10:30am:
Jacki & Dan - MPR
Sundays @ 9:30am:
Virtual Church Service - AR

Join us daily at 1:30pm in the
MPR for a movie & popcorn.
Any movie recommendations?
Let us know & we will be sure to
play your favorite film!

“My future starts when I wake
up in the morning and see
the light.”
—Miles Davis
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“Happy accidents are real gifts,
and they can open the door to a
future that didn’t even exist.”
—David Lynch
“Champions don’t think twice
about their future. They know
it’s going to come anyhow, and
so they prepare for it.”
—Alpha A. Timbo
“The future doesn’t just happen.
We are building it, and we are
building it all the time.”
—Hannah Fry
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